Disclaimer: As of the date of publication of this report, DRACO GLOBAL, SICAV, SA (“DRACO GLOBAL”), has a
long position in Altigen Communications, Inc. (“ATGN”). DRACO GLOBAL can make a profit if the ATGN share
price increases. After the publication of this report, DRACO GLOBAL may carry out purchase/sale operations
of shares in ATGN. All opinions expressed here are subject to change without prior notice. DRACO GLOBAL
SICAV does not undertake to update this report or any information contained therein.

Altigen Communications, Inc. (ATGN) - Unified Communications (UC) -06/09/2021
📌EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
US Nano Cap ($ 55M) specialized in cloud PBX solutions with two primary markets, an exclusive
white label relationship with Fiserv and the Altigen-branded for small and medium enterprises.
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ATGN is transforming the business model from selling a license to subscription or UcaaS. The
medium-term goal is to be the leader in all-in solutions for Microsoft Teams communications and
services for small and medium enterprises. With more than 150m users globally, Teams represent
the largest of three primary drivers of future growth. In 2025, we estimate it could be more than
20% of consolidated revenue. We calculate an intrinsic value of $ 3.52 per share, which offers a
potential upside of + 84% compared to our average purchase price.

📌INTRODUCTION
During the last twenty years, ATGN has focused on designing and selling PBX (Private Brand
Exchange) telephone exchanges or private telephone networks for companies. Users of a PBX phone
system can communicate inside and outside the company. They can make free calls between users
and have other functionalities such as transferring calls, voicemail, call recording, interactive voice
menus (IVRs) and call queues. Over time, traditional analog communication has given way to voice
over IP. With a conventional PBX, you’re limit to a certain maximum number of outgoing telephone
lines (trunks or trunks) and a certain maximum number of extension or internal telephone devices.
On the other hand, with an IP PBX (internet protocol), the possibilities open up, mostly allowing
unlimited growth in extensions and trunks. These PBX systems and hardware installed in the office
(“on-premises”) were the only source of revenue generation for ATGN until 2012.
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Figure 1: Altigen Communications legacy business model - ATGN investor presentation
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In 2012, ATGN's management, with Jeremiah Fleming at the helm, made the right decision to
transform its business model from the sale of hardware to the cloud (UcaaS).

Table 1: Historical Sales Segmentation by Divisions - Altigen Communications Annual Report.

As we can see in table 1, in 2014, the cloud business already accounted for an essential part of sales.
Since then, it has only grown, reaching more than 70% today.

📌BUSINESS MODEL.
Today its business model is based on a new cloud solution called MaxCS Cloud PBX and stopped
manufacturing its old PBX terminals. But what are the advantages of a cloud-hosted PBX solution?
• Cost savings: It does not require a significant initial investment (CAPEX). The maintenance costs
are much lower as it does not require maintenance personnel.
• Much better in a homeworking environment post-COVID-19.
• Ease and scalability in its use.
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Figure 2: Hosted PBX - Altigen Communications New Business Model- ATGN investor presentation

📌COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT.
The market for business communication solutions is rapidly evolving, highly competitive, and
subject to rapid technological change. There are large companies such as Microsoft and Cisco
Systems in internet protocol and medium-sized companies such as Avaya or Mitel Networks. As for
competitors in the segment of PBX systems in the cloud and center services, we find 8x8, Ring
Central, and Five 9. All these companies have more significant resources and allocate a greater
investment in R&D than ATGN; therefore, someone You might think, Why are we interested in
ATGN?

Graph 3: Indirect competing companies of ATGN.
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The opportunity for the future arises integration with Microsoft Teams and the agreement with
Fiserv, which today represents 25% of sales. The exciting thing is that ATGN will be complementing
MS Teams' offering with natively integrated apps, while others do not have this level of integration.
ATGN uses Microsoft's technology platform, and the rest have their technology and software. The
potential risk would be that Microsoft deciding to develop its own products that would compete
with ATGN.

📌NASDAQ UPLISTING
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They hope to begin the administrative process to go public on the Nasdaq sometime this year. It will
attract the eyes of the US hedge fund managers. Therefore, there is a high probability that some
investment analysis will initiate coverage. Management considers that a change of auditor is not
necessary at the moment. However, it is an option to believe in the medium term. ATGN is analyzing
all the documentation to be submitted according to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, created in the US to
protect small investors. We think it will be more of a 2H22 event. In terms of requirements, ATGN
needs a stock price higher than $4 per share.

📌LAST QUARTERLY RESULTS (2Q21).
The 2Q21 results were affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and the expected decline in the licensing
segment, but in no case are they an indication of the future trend. Many small companies have had
problems overcoming the economic slowdown of 2Q20, and some have had to close their activity.
As a consequence, the cloud segment grew only + 1% year-on-year.
In terms of costs, the gross margin was below 73% due to higher depreciation costs due to software
capitalization and a less favorable product mix. Also, the recent acquisition of Blue Panda and other
personnel and structure costs contributed to this increase. All in all, the GAAP net profit was
negative by - $ 336.000. However, it would have to adjust for a non-recurring cost of $ 313.000
relative to the cost of settling the litigation with CTI.
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📌BUSINESS SEGMENTS:
1. SMB Business: MaxCS IP PBX software for small and medium businesses with between 10 and
100 employees. These are existing customers or new customers who want to migrate from "onpremises" to the cloud, usually through resellers. This segment represents 90% -95% of the cloud
division's sales ($ 7.65m as of 2020). It operates through contracts with an average duration of
twelve months. There are three sales channels where ATS and Fiserv have their software and,
therefore, ATGN does not bear hosting costs resulting in a 100% gross margin.
1.1. Altigen Cloud: Grow via new customers and convert existing customers "on-premises" to
the cloud.
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1.2. Affiliated Technology Solutions (ATS) Cloud: Offers ATGN solutions to a group of 3,000
residential service companies that make up a network worth 18M EUR.
1.3. Fiserv: Offers your solution to a network of more than 13,500 community banks and credit
unions. It is an important future growth opportunity, thanks to Fiserv's size and financial
sector penetration. As of 2020, Fiserv represents 25% of ATGN's sales, although, in the
future, it will decline as the business with Microsoft Teams begins to grow. Last August,
ATGN and Fiserv agreed to renew their collaboration contract for five more years, providing
excellent visibility to this business. ATGN has also added new solutions in this agreement,
with biometric and voice security applications.

Graph 4: Softwares MaxCS IP PBX for SMB (Small and medium companies).

2. MSE or "Midsize enterprises": Solutions implemented on the Microsoft UC (unified
communications) technology platform. Its goal is to be the leader in ALL-IN solutions for
Microsoft Teams communications and services. The current solution for Teams includes voice
over internet protocol (SIP Trunks), call management (call reporting), and call recording (call
recording). ATGN is incorporating new solutions such as the Core Interact management platform
(Acquisition of Blue Panda). Once the Teams APIs are available, it will also offer contact center
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services thanks to Front Stage. All these new applications should already be operational before
the last quarter of the year (3Q21). It will be then during 2022 when the business around the
Teams platform begins to grow.
Complementing Microsoft's partner network, ATGN also offers its UC (UcaaS) solutions to large
customers with an employee range of 500-5,000.

📌VALUATION:
We enter the critical part of this report since it is necessary to quantify the opportunity that the
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agreement with Microsoft Teams represents to assess this company. Our estimate is INTERNAL from
DRACO GLOBAL and probably the only one on the market today.
1. SMB: We estimate that the cloud division (cloud services) will represent about $ 8.8M by 2021e
(3Q21), assuming a sales growth of + 15% during 2021 and decreasing to 10% in 2023. Fiserv's
contribution to the total will continue growing and likely to reach 30% by 2025 (Ex Teams).
2. Opportunity with Microsoft Teams: To quantify the Team's business opportunity, we must
calculate its TAM or potential market. Let's go with the calculation of the TAM:
2.1. 160M- Number of Team users globally. We estimate that they will grow at + 10% per year.
2.2. 600,000 - Number of companies that use Team globally.
2.3. 60% - Percentage of companies located in the US.
2.4. 10% - Number of companies that require an integrated Teams phone system today. It
expects to grow by + 20% over the next three years.
2.5. 242 - Average number of Team users per company or customer.
2.6. 1800 - Number of clients (companies) needed to capture 5% of market share.

Once we know the number of potential customers, if we multiply by the average ASP or the
average sale price ($ 945 / month), we can estimate future sales.

Table 2: Average ASPs or average sales prices by type of services offered by ATGN in UC Teams.
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👉 Microsoft Teams revenue estimate.
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Here's our revenue estimate for the Teams segment over the next five years (method 1).

Table 3: Estimated Microsoft Teams opportunity for the next five years.
*The timming of future Teams revenue is incertain so this estimate could change in the next following quarters.

Once we have our estimate from Teams, we can add the rest of the business to calculate the
total revenue number.

Table 4: ATGN sales estimate for the next five years.

The business of sale of licenses and maintenance (companies that have contracted licenses) will
tend to zero due to ATGN migrating its customers from "on-premises" to the cloud or UcaaS.
Profesional business is too small and volatile to estimate.
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As you know, at DRACO GLOBAL we like to apply two different methods to estimate our
turnover. As we know the number of yearly customers and users, the average ASPs, and the
number of new quarterly Teams customers (30 in 2Q21), we can estimate the sales figure again
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for the next few years (method 2).

Table 5: Sales estimate of ATGN method 2.

👉 GROSS MARGIN AND OPERATING MARGIN.
Once we have estimated the sales figure, we have to calculate the business margins. We use a
gross margin of 76% to 2021, although this should rise to 80% during the next few years. The
main reason is that ATGN supports lower cloud hosting costs than its competition by using its
partners' cloud. The improvement in the operating margin will come mainly from sales growth
and a possible reduction in fixed costs and research and development. Specifically, we estimate
that ATGN could reduce its fixed costs (SGA) by 1% per year over the next five years, from 34%
sales in 2021 to 30% in 2024. In R&D, the reduction will be lower, and we estimate an annual
drop of 25bps, going from 22.1% in 2021 to 21.6% in 2024. Regarding the tax rate, We estimate
that ATGN will pay less tax over many years due to its accumulated losses that generate
deferred tax assets. Currently, it has $ 8m of deferred tax assets available on its balance sheet.
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Table 6: Estimated P&L ATGN with projections to 2025.

👉 Balance sheet and cash flow statement.
The balance sheet is easy to analyze since the 18M EUR in assets, 6M EUR in cash, and 8M EUR
are deferred tax assets. In the last 20 years, ATGN has accumulated significant losses. Still, now
thanks to its new business model, it can activate these loans on balance since it has been
profitable for four years. ATGN could, in the future, activate more than $ 100M of tax credits,
both federal and state, still pending with the IRS. This amount is much higher than its current
market capitalization. Although it will not activate all of it, if it is still profitable, it is acceptable
to reach $ 50M.
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Table 7: Estimate of Balance Sheet for ATGN.
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Table 8: Estimated Cash Flow ATGN.

👉 Fundamental valuation.
To our projection of the income statement and cash flow, we apply a multiple of 25x and a sales
multiple of 5x. We use 25 times P/E for growth companies, with great reinvestment opportunities
to allow organic sales growth of at least + 10%. For revenue, we use a five times multiple that is the
average of comparable companies such as Ring Central (RNG), Five9 (FIVN), or 8x8 (EGHT).
We compute an intrinsic value of $ 3.52 per share. The current $ 2.40 represents a potential upside
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of + 47% or + 84% compared to our average purchase price ($ 1.92).
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Legal warning
DRACO GLOBAL SICAV is registered in the Registry of Variable Capital Investment Companies with number
1321 and with CIF A-95105227. The management entity of which is GESIURIS ASSET MANAGEMENT SGIIC, SA
registered in the registry of entities of the National Securities Market Commission under number 37. The
depositary company, BNP PARIBAS SECURITIES. Registered in the Official Register of Banks and Bankers with
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number 206.
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